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Get ready for...
doing not talking!
Create ideas by...

Thinking with your hands:
making sketches, playing around
with rough models, acting it out.

Evolve ideas by...

Building and testing them,
comparing prototypes

Make decisions by...

Building fast prototypes,
trying them

Share information by...

Showing me, letting me try it,
letting me experience it

Break a deadlock by...

Testing, playing a game,
tossing a coin

Present your work by... Showing a prototype,
letting people experience
and try a prototype

Reproduce and share for noncommercial purposes under Creative Commons
Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 #gsjam GlobalServiceJam.org

Welcome to the
Global Service Jam 2018!
Over the next 48 hours jammers
in over 80 cities globally will rock the
world. We’ll be trying new ways of
working, switching our perspectives,
experimenting with new ideas,
collaborating with new people
and learning by doing.
In this booklet you’ll find a set of
tools you can use and a passport area
at the back. Get a stamp in your
passport every time you try
something new.
Most importantly... have fun!
Use the hashtag #GSJam

The Global
Service Jam Team
@GSJam

The following ten tools can be shared for noncommercial purposes under
Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 #stickpeoplehq

Tool 01
Service Safari

Take a field trip to experience
a service as it is today. Get out
of the building and into the shoes
of the user.
Photo credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisajjeffery/26803915253/in/album-72157668388313320/

Tool 02
Personas

Bring your research to life with
characters representing users’ goals,
behaviour, skills, attitudes, and
environment. Give them names
and details to make them real.
Photo credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisajjeffery/24758782723/in/album-72157665208573326/

Tool 03
Customer Journey Map

Draw the end-to-end experience of a
service as the user sees it - how they
discover it, access it, use it and leave it.
• Think about the touchpoints they’ll use at each stage
• Show the emotional highs and lows
• Compare real world and perfect world journeys
• Look for the moments of truth that could make or
break the experience
Photo Credit: Kathryn Grace, Leeds Service Jams 2011-2017

Tool 04
Sketching

Stop talking, start drawing.
Making pictures can clarify ideas
in your own mind and help you
explain them to other people.
• Don’t aim for perfection!
• Go for quantity over quality
• Make it big and bold
• Draw just enough to communicate each concept
• Only add words if absolutely necessary
Photo Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisajjeffery/14154305419/in/album-72157645003531784/

Tool 05
Prototyping

Make things that people can use to
experience part or all of the service.
Keep them quick, small and simple.
Photo Credits: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisajjeffery/ and https://secure.flickr.com/photos/unavoidablegrain/5216319634/ https://secure.flickr.com/photos/doos/6574039345/ https://secure.flickr.com/
photos/ and Kathryn Grace, Leeds Jams 2011-17.

Tool 06
Guerilla Testing

Approach potential users to check
how effective your design is, whether
functionality works, or whether your
proposition is clear.
• Consider the best location and set up
• Ask permission to speak with people
• If recording, ask them to sign a written consent form
• Briefly outline the purpose of the research
• Reassure them about confidentiality
• Keep it simple and quick
• Say thanks - chocolates are always popular!
Photo Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisajjeffery/32912426451/in/album-72157680578464445/

Tool 07
Service Blueprint

Deepen your customer journey
map by looking at the ways you
will serve the user and support
their experience.
• Trace what frontline staff or digital services do
at each step and touchpoint
• Show what happens behind the scenes
• The boundary between what the user sees and
what they don’t see is the “line of visibility”
Photo Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/rachelshadoanty/4171746951

Tool 08
Act It Out

Physically experience the feeling
of receiving or delivering a service.
It reveals things that talking or
sketching would miss.
Photo Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisajjeffery/32224407093/in/album-72157680578464445/

Tool 09
Stakeholder Map

Work out which people and groups
need your service the most, and
which hold the greatest influence
and power over it.
Photo Credit: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lisajjeffery/25359817056/in/album-72157665208573326/

Tool 10
Business Model Canvas

Describe, design, challenge, invent,
and evolve your business model.
Photo Credit: Kathryn Grace, Leeds Service Jams 2011-2017
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The Toolkit
This toolkit has evolved from the work of
Kathryn Grace, Matt Edgar and Lisa Jeffery
and its application by the Leeds Jams
community since 2011.
The toolkit is also available as a set of posters.
Alongside the booklet we use a set of templates:
• Stakeholder Map
• Persona
• Customer Journey Map
• Service Blueprint
• Storyboard
There are other tools you can use, these have shown
to be super useful as a starting point and introduction
to Service Design.
The ten tools in this booklet can be shared for noncommercial purposes under
Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 @stickpeoplehq

Terms of Use
We share this toolkit under a creative commons license. This
means we share openly in a not-for-profit environment only and for
users to attribute authors listed above as original creators. Thanks.

Have a
great Jam!

